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INTRODUCTION 

Stress corrosion cricking  (S C C) may be defined as a non-ductil« fracture 

resulting fron, the simultaneous application of n  tensile stress and a 

specific  corroded.    A lot  of laboratory  time i, spent on research into 

the mechanic* of 3 C C but no unified  theory ha.s 3R yet emerged and it 

is not  proposed to enter into a dineur^ion of rival theories.    Ciood 

reviews hi ve been published   (1,  ?).    The  function of corrosion engineering 

is to minimize the effect,.,  of stress corrosion on plant équipaient with 

re.-pect  to  both conoeouenti.il hazards and plant profitability.    The 

obviour, method ia  to avoid  completely those materiale of construction 

which are t>uscei.tible under operating conditions.     In most cases au 

alternative material can be chosen but thin   frequently involves a cost 

penalty.    Method« of u,-inE susceptible naterials in a safe manner are an 

attractive alternative but require a knowledge of all  the factors 

affecting the phenomenon.     The factors of greatest importance to the 

Corrosion Engineer may be stated :- 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The corrodent is specific for individual metals and alloys. 

Table  I is a partial list of the more common S C C cituations. 

The fact that a reagent attacks a metal does not necessarily mean 

that stress cracking will result.    In  fact the specific stress 

corrosion reagent is  frequently one in which immeasurably smali 

«etal loss would occur by unifonn corrosion in the period to failure. 

The application of «tress and corrodent must be simultaneous. 

Alternate exposure to stress and corrosion can induce failure 

but it will not be a stress corrosion failure. 

The stress does not have to result from an applied load,    fiesidual 

stresses in deformed material are frequent causes of failure.    The 

Btress lev-1 necessary to cause S C C varies from one system to 

another.    In,  for entapie,  the nitrate cracking of carbon steel 

stresses  „w to yield are necessary,   moderate elastic stre.se, 

failing to induce S C C even over extended expo,urc3 whereas 

the ita« below which no s C C can occur in the anunonia/brass system 

is a fraction of the yield stress. 



*•. A factor of overriding importance  iu the concentration of a 

specific ion in  the layer of liquid in contact with the metal. 

It iß important  to distinguish  thiu  from the bulk concentration. 

There are many  circunuîtinccfi in  which stress corrosion has occurred 

only in thOv;e piicen where i;oao physicoi  factor h^c caused the 

epecific ion  to concentrate locally.    A typical  example is the 

splurh zone in a  jacketed vr>r,r,el.     Liquid splashed onto the wall 

above the water line evaporator,  to givo a concentrated solution 

which produces S C C even when  the metal exposed  to the bulk 

liquid r;hows no rue h failure. 

5»        Increase in temperature promotes stress corrosion cracking.    In some 

systems there i.; a limiting temperature below which the time to 

initiation is ro long that for all practical purposes the system can 

be considered immune.    In others,   for example brass in ammonia 

solutions cracking occurs readily at ambient temperature. 

6.        There is a time lag between exposure to S C C conditions and tho 

Initiation of a detectable crack,   the so-called induction period. 

In any given system the delay is a complex function of stress 

level, corrodent concentration,  temperature etc.    Even when all the 

factors are fully and precisely known the tiae to initiation of a 

crack can be predicted only on a statistical basis.    Each 

Individual crack initiation is a random event. 

7*        Crack propagation is rapid although orders of magnitude slower 

than a brittle facture.   It is rare for cracking to be 

continuous, «ore frequently it occurs in a series of steps 

and the tine to ultimate failure nay bo prolonged, up to years 

in some instances. 

8.        Cracking is normally porpondicular to the applied stress but is 

frequently irregular in direction,  following micros tresses 

lapos od by inhomogenitiee in the setal.    S C C is frequently 

characterised by multiple branching.   The form similar to a 

river delta shown in Plato I is usually referred to as a 

'typical at re 88 corrosion crack». 



While  this crnrk  morphology  i:>  common   it   ir.  not exclusive. 

Plate ?   is o photomicrograph  of* another crack  in the  same  specimen 

as Plate  I.      In  thir.  case the branches are short,  show no 

secondary branching and   are orthogonal   to  the main crack axis, 

but both  plater,  illustrate  tr m .'granular chloride ¡tress corrosion 

cracking  in austenitic   tita ini est. steel.       P.ate 3 illustrates 

ammonia stress cracking  of brass.      Again the morphology  is 

different,  the cracks are excluoively   intergranular.       In some 

cases mixed,  íe  both  intergranular and  transgranular paths are 

seen in  the same  crack.     In some  two phase alloys it  is not 

uncorrxion to find a  fracture which is  propagated as a stress corrosion 

crack  in one phase and  as a cleavage crack  in the other. 

IMPLICATIONS OF S.C.C.   IN PRACTICE 

The  importance  that corrosion enginec-rr» attach to S.C.C, nay be measured by 

the number of   papers devoted  to the subject published in corrosion engineering 

journals.      It would be unwise to assume that this is a true reflection of 

either the hazards or the cost of the    phenomenon.      There are some features of 

S.C.C,  that  increase its importance to plant operators beyond that associated 

with safety or process economics.      The progress of most forms of corrosion 

can be predicted with a reasonable precision,  sufficient for remedial action 

to be planned.      There may,   for example, be circumstances in which it is necessar 

to employ a material which corrodes at such a rate that failure will occur in 

say three years.      It is possible to live with this situation by preventative 

maintenance ie, by replacing  the item at two year  intervals.      With S.C.C. 

on the other hand such preventative measures are ineffective.      Replacing an 

item prior to failure gives no guarantee that the replacement will be any more 

reliable than the original.      Hence the effort expanded on understanding S.C.C. 

in order to avoid completely the situations in which it occurs. 

The hazards associated with S.C.C,  can be exagerated.      It is rare for stress 

corrosion to give rise to a catastrophic failure, a leak of moderate dimensions 

is the usual outcome.      However catastrophic failures are not unknown and even 

a small leak can be hazardous if the containrd fluid is inflammable or toxic. 



A stress  <-orrof.ion crack can  form an acute notch at which corrosion 

fatigue can  initiate.    This is a  real hazard  in movine machinery  eg fans, 

and  in itera;, subject  to cylical stresses,   eg.  puliation dampern. 

GENERAL GTiiKSj^^ IA  PLANTS 

Neglecting  the oain process fluids, ammonia  plnnts .share a number of 

corrosion  environments with other typos of process plant.     All  equipment 

is exposed  to atmosphere with moisture and  the usual pollutantn.    The 

majority of plante us« cooling w^ter and many raise ¿team fro31 process 

boat and treated boiler water and collect steam condensate.     It  is  in this 

area rather than the one specific  to process liquors that the majority of 

stress corrosion failures occur.     I intend to describe three   ;-tal/stress 

corrodent cystoma  that have given rise to failure on ammonia plants. 

AMMONIA STRESS CORROSION OF ÜRA.SS 

All copper alloys are attacked to some extent by aqueous ammonia solutions. 

The brasses, copPer/zinc alloys containing more than 2<$, zinc,  suffer 

rapid streee corrosion cracking in solutions and moist atmospheres containing 

no more than a few ppm of ammonia.    The cracking is usually intergranular, 

it can occur at ambient temperatures and requires only moderate elastic 

stresses.    The suceptibility is not significantly affected by alloying 

additions eg admiralty brass  (a* tin) alwr.ini.um brass  (» aluumiua), 

silicon brass  (up to k% Si), white brass  (nickel silver, up to 15% Nickel) 

are all susceptible.    Alloys containing a lower zinc content,  gunmetal, 

gilding metal  (    1% Zn) are not immune but they are so much more resistant 

that it is rare for the risk of stress corrosion to need consideration in 
engineering design. 

Among the zinc free copper alloys,  tha cupronickels are substantially i^une. 

The tin bronzes are auceptible to high concentrations only in the heavily 

cold worked condition.    Pure copper is sometimes said to be immune but cases 

of cracking of OFHC copper have been reported and certainly PDO copper 

uaed for tubing can be cracked in the fully hard draw condition.    The aluminiw 

and silicon bronzes are relatively resistant to ammonia but have their own 

specific S C C corrodents.    Time to failure at a given stress level i* a function 

of ammonia ion concentration, and pH and the preen, of oxidising agents 

usually dissolved oxygen,    under moderately aggresive conditions protection 

can be afforded by inhibitors which form copper complexes more stable than 

the cupramaonium complex eg.  Benzol triazolc or substitute ¿m<„ „rh te~. 



0r u<- 'ir; t :•<•  :'(-'• '«<•<'•' ":  lr'" í; corroí.ion oí braso originated in 

l'ndil'waer. the brit!.-.. Arn> noted cracking of bra,, cartridge caaee stored 

uni;,r poor conation, durir.r the -.n,-oon f.e«sor, hone, the conmon nane for 

the phenomenon - Sca.-.-n Cra^.w*.  High temperature «.,..i humidity cau^d 

e,1:.,10, oí armoni« by the ck,< ompo: : Mon of one of tnc constituent of the 

smokeÌess powder, and lenperature -ycing in poor storce condition« 

perir.it U-J l-c.1.ie:.."-ati<-,r. of Hr.oru, < ^ntanrn.ated moisLurc on the brast;, already 

highly ttre:.red by the cold drawing operation used m manufacture. 

There is a1, ways a risk of ammonia contamination of atmosphere and cooling 

water on an armonia r'.ant and no one deliberately employs brans in euch 

an environment.  hany items of équipent however are not subject to 

detailed specification Dy tne plant desiar but are purchased "off-the- 

shelf" as part of a package deal.  Typically, the oil coolers of a »achine 

are part of the machine vendors packet and unless great cave is taken they 

are apt to be supplied with brass tubes and tube sheets.  Oil systems are 

frequently common to turbines and compressors and can be contaminated with 

afonia and water hence there is a risk of cracking being initiated on the oil 

side.  Recirculated cooling water supplies can be contaminated with ammonia 

from process leaks and hence the water side of the coolers is also at risk. 

The risk from the oil side can be minimised by the addition of an inhibitor 

to the oil, benzoltriazole is usually used, but specific copper inhibitors 

in the cooling water are of doubtful economic value.  The lubrication of 

«ajor machines on an ammonia plant is of sudi critical importance for long 

term trouble-free operation that the extra initial expense of cupronickel oil 

coolers is justified. 

Fittings for instrument air lines are commonly made as hot pressings in 60:1*0 

duplex brass.  Alternatives are available, gunmetal castings for example, 

but they are non-standard items and difficult to procure.  Hence many ammonia 

plants have copper instrument air and steam tracing tubes connected by brass 

fittings which car fail by the action of ammonia contaminated atmospheric moie 
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railure rarely constitute« a hazard but can upset plant operation.  Some 

protection can be given to brans fitting* bj wrapping with lanoline 

impregnated tape.  The protection ir improved, if prior to wrapping, the 

brass in painted with a t;olut.ion of benzoltnazole in IPA to leave o deposit 

of inhibitor on the surface. 

It may be a useful illustration to record an.ncident on an ammonia plant 

involving a Bourdon pressure gauge.  The. auge was intended for ojsxocia 

duty as it was calibrated in psi Ammonia and bore the legend "Bored Steel 

Tube".   Three daya after installation the glsss fell out, two days later 

it ceased to register.  Investigation showed the glass was held in place 

by a Epun brasb bezel and the internal mechanism included white bra6s gears 

and a phosphor bronze hair spring.  All these items had failed by stress 

corrosion induced by ar.monia contaminated atmospheric moisture. 

CHLORIDE STRESS CORRASIUN OF AUSÎEN1TIC STAINLESS STEEL 

Austenitic stainless steel is subject to stress corrosion in solutions con- 

taining chloride ions.  Crack initiation is very temperature dependent, 

below 70 C cracking ie so rare as to require no consideration, between 70 and 100°C 

very high local concentrations of chloride ions are necessary aid the induction 

period is prolonged.  Only at temperatures above 100°C does cracking occur in 

moderate chloride ion concentrations.  Cooling water inevitably contains some 

chloride but it is rare for the concentration to be more than 1000 ppm. 

Stainless steel should be safe in such solutions unless the design and process 

operation is such as to give rise to a situation in which concentration can occur, 

unfortunately unless great care is taken such situations are common.  A typical 

example is the noroal tubular heat exchanger.  If the cooling water is on the 

shell side and the process side temperature is high, water in the tube/tubeplate 

crevices will boil causing high concentrations of chloride ions within the 

crevice and failure of the tubes.  If the cooling water is in the tubes and 

they become fouled by porous deposits from the water, heat transfer will be 

restricted, the metal wall temperature will rise and evaporation of water will 

occur in the pores of the deposit again leading to sufficiently high local 

chloride concentrations to initiate cracking.  No efficient chloride stress 

corrosion inhibitor is available for addition to the water even if it were 

economic to do so. 



ütr^s  relief  of compiete items has also proved ineffective.      Handling and 

operating airease, «re sufficiently high to permit S.C.C.       The only method 

of prevention  therefore  IG a  complete avoidance of   the particular situation. 

A general  rule   that  mutemtu-   riamica steel should not  be used  for cooler« 

with water on  the ...hell side  at  process temperatures exceeding ?0°C or with 

water  on the tube side at process temperature.: exceeding  100°C  is probably 

conservative but   har,  been shown to eliminate  risk of failure for all 

practical purposes.       If these  temperatures  have to be exceeded alternative 

materials .ust  br selected.       Previously this  involve the use of expensive high 

nickel  alloys sucn a»  incolloy o^ but  considerable satisfactory experience hae 

now been obtained on the so called austenitic/femtic stainless steels which 

while not entirely immune to chloride cracking show sufficiently high resistance 
to make  the» economically attractive. 

Another very common cause of stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel 

equipment is the concentiation of rain water containing traces of chlorides 

on the surface- of equipment under lagging.       If l.gging is applied to a hot 

stein]esc steel vessel and is not completely sealed against the ingress of 

rain water, plant  leakages, wash water etc there will be a gradual build up 

of chloride ions at a position within- the lagging where the water evaporates. 

When the metal temperature falls during   eg a shutdown,  this high chloride 

front will „ove inwards to contact the «tal wall.      When the temperature 

rises again the metal surface will be in contact with a solution rich in 

chlorides and cracking -nay result.    The obvious method of avoidance is to 

ensure that water does not enter the lagging by efficient weather proofing. 

It ic difficult to guarantee this throughout the life of a plant, and therefore 

further precaustxons are necessary.      The use of an aluminium foil wrapper betwee.| 

the stainless steel and the lagging has proved efficient in service.      The 

aluminium foil serves two functions.      It acts as an isothermal barrier between     Í 

the equipment and the lagging,   ensuring that any water that penetrates will 

evaporate before it reaches the stainless steel.      If the lagging becomes 

•ccidently flooded with water so that liquid fills the crevices between the S 

aluminium and the stainless steel then the aluminium will corrode and in oo !|j 

doing will provide cathodic protection to the stainless steel. 



CAUSTIC CRACKING OK CAEÜQN S'IEKL 

Years ago when boilers were of nvettsd construction and were fed with 

boiler feed water made alkaline with caustic alkalies stress corrosion 

cracking wan a common cnut-e of failure.  It usually resulted from 

operation with a minor leak around a rivet leading to evaporation and 

local high concentration; of caustic alkalies.  The high pressure 

boilers on a modern ammonia plant could not operate under these conditions 

and such failures are probably a thing of the past.  However slight 

maloperation cf the boiler feed water dosing equipment can give rise to 

traces of caurtic alkalinity in the boiler drum and I have investigated one 

incident in .,'hich this cause i can:-tie <:racki i\r  of a blown-nown pipe at 

a point beyond the blowdown valve where flashing-off occurred. 

Ammonia plants sometimes have to handle caustic soda solutions for cooling 

water treatment and resin regeneration in déminéralisation plants.  These 

solutions are frequently k0-b5%  strength and equipment is steam heated to prevent 

freezing.  Caustic cracking can occur if the metal wall temperature exceeds 

80 C.  This is not uncommon if, for example, the steam is left on after flow of 

the solution of caustic has stepped.  Caustic cracking requires stress level 

close to the yield point and if all equipment exposed to steam and caustic is 

stress relieved there should be no risk of failure. 

STRESS CORROSION PECULIAR TO AMMONIA PLANTS 

CO^ REMOVAL SYSTEMS 
t? • 

One of the more common systems o.f C0_ removal used on ammonia plants 

is the so-called Vetrocoke system which employs a solution of arsenious 

oxide in potassium carbonate solution. The arsenic serves a dual purpose 

actinr» as an activator improving the efficiency of CO. removal and as an 

inhibitor preventing the oorrosion of mild steel which would otherwise occur 

in the potassium carbonete/bicarbouatfc solution resulting from the absorption 

cf carbon dioxide. Although ecxue of these plants have been in operation for 

many years it was not until about 1968 that it became clear that this solution 

vas a specific street; corrodant for carbon steel. ICI carried out an exhaustive 

investigation both in the laboratory and by collecting reported failures 

world-wide. The following facts emerged from the laboratory work» 

1. The mechanism of inhibition by arsenic was a shift in the free corrosion 

potential of carbon steel in a more positive direction. In the absence 



of arr.onic,   ine  free  cerrólo» .wle^l   ^  ia  U.<   .,,tiv,  rcfii0í.. 

In tue  presence of arsenic   it   lay „:,  the borderline between acti 
and p-«o: ivc. 

VP 

2. 5tro:;.=  corrosion occurred only  whe;i  the motil wa? at 
transition. 

the aclive/pai;:,ive 

•5. 
The frt.e corrosion potential could be lifted fully into the pa,«ive 

region by the addition to the Elution of , ,^11 concentration of 

•ntunony ion« and a ferric iona and a Elution so treated did not 

st"et-.-., corrode, (rof -'). 

The,, rfc:,ui.„  -xpla.u.ed :,o,c observation,  which  were „.de as £ re,ult of th. 
analytic of plant  failures. 

a) Not all  piailt6 ,uifercd  etrei.;i  corrORion>     aoBe  Uwt  eaca¡(#d  were onee 

«Ployixic ar«e„ic iron a source which contained a proportion of antiaony 
as a natuial  impuri Ly. 

b)       A.one th« plant, which suffer«! »er. a few wnich mti ^^ mnje 

connue antimony tat .hid. did not enplo, air-sparging .„, j. „hlch 

therefor. any iron ions would be TOt as ferrous rather than ferric ion. 

*s a result of íhi¡í investigation Ici devized a syst« of adding antiaony, 

•«torus the free corrosion potential of the plant b, installing a 

specially deigned reference electrode and spnrgug with air to »a^in 

th.^easurcd potential above prodeterained ii.it..    a„is „.„ is the 

ta=.3 Of patent, and paten,, application (r.f J) and is availabl. on 

license and han been Stalled successfully on s.ven p!«,.. » d,uiw 

account of the investigation has be.n pubUshed (r.f »).    m. mrk Ud 

to a „or. exhaustive Investition into th. „ecnanis. of inhibition 

* redox potential system such as A^Vta*, v'V etc and . saf. 

biodégradable inhibitor has been discovered which could be us* as a 

substitute for vanadio ln other CO., re.ov.1 systems (ref 5). 

CAatCK sim a LIQUTO AKWNIA 

Liouid a-oM» i6 M ionieing solvent li*. „t.r M .olutiM, 

.^onia can produce cordon phMo,»ona si.ilar to those oore «00.1^ 
experienced in aqueous solution.-,. 



A number of accidente have occurred as a  reu.lt of stress  corrosion of 

quench  tempered atewlf, in impure liquid ¿ironia.    Re.-.eórch  by Fuelps   (rei" 6; 

tshowed  that   the active agent was oxygen  di;,;.olvcd ir.  liquid ammonia 

and  that  the stress  corrosion reaction r.ouiù  be inhibited  by  the addition 

of water.     It war;  later found  that cracking wae not confined  to hißh 

strength  r:teel    but  could occur  with ordinary caroon «tecla.    Although no 

«erious occurrences h,*ve been reported,   investigation« throughout  europe 

have ehow:i extensive cracking in a number of Horton spheres uced  to 

ntore liquid arasonia  under pressure at near ambient  temperatured.     A nuinber 

of firms have jointly cpon.'.ored research into  the problem.     The results so 

far available «how  that cracking doer; not occur below about 10 ppm 

dissolved oxygon and above  tai.;   the reaction is inhibited by valer additions. 

The results have implications for ammonia producers.    It is unlikely  taat plant 

equip exit  will  over be in contact with ammonia containing sufficient oxygen to 

be dangerous but storace and transport of liquid armonia must be such as to 

ensure against the ingress of air or alternatively there must bo the deliberate 

addition of sufficient water to inhibit stress corrosion. 

STRESS CORROSION PRKVKNTION 

A survey carried out in the States in 196I-62 showed that 395* of the corrosion 

failures of chemical plant equipment were duo to stress corrosion.    A 

similar analysis of the corrosion failures investigated in the Teesside 

Materials Group corrosion laboratories of ICI for 1973-7** showed only 8$ as being 

stress corrosion failures.    The difference,  in my opinion, may bo ascribed 

to the increasing awareness of the problem and the improved precautions  taken 

over the 10 years but it must be emphasized that this improvement has been 

obtained only at a cost.    The methods of preventing stress corrosion and 

the cost penalties may be summarized. 

1.    Improved materials selection.    Where the traditional material of construction 

ie known to be subject to the risk of SCC an alternative may be chosen. 

The alternative is usually more expensive,  frequently very much more. 

This increases capital costs not only in purchase of material but in time 

„f w»w«.-(t *nd *Al»y* „nd *xp*n*e in fabrication in a material to 

which the manufacturer is not accustomed. 
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?..    Stress relief.    This again involves capital cost and soaetimea delay 
in completion. 

3.    Improved  d«.,xßn.     Fluently all  tha t iE necessary is a change in 

detailed design of equipment,  for .xa.pl,,  the elimination of crevices 

in a jacketed reactor.     However an exhaustive study of the design and 

operation of the équipent has to be undertaken by process dealers, 

mechanical designers and material., specialists working together a8 a 

too«,  if all risks arc to be eliminated and such design effort is 
expensive and time consuming. 

*.    Process limitation.    If all other nethods are inapplicable it a*y be 

necessary to lindt plant operation,  either in tenns of operatic temperatures 

or sources of feedstocks etc. in order to prevent the equip»** being 

exposed to the risk.    This can result in operation below «axi.« 

efficiency and carries an economic penalty in terns of reduced revenues. 

It is probable that stress corrosion failures will never be completely 

•limited.    New processes and new materials are likely to involve atreaa 

corrosion situations which cannot be predicted on existing knowledge, 

rne known stress corrosion failures could be prevent* but only at 
a cost of ti-re, money and skilled effort. 
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Table 1 

:iÜ¿SS COKÄOSI0N CRACKING SÏSTEM 

Alloy Corrodant 

Carbon Steel Hjrdrojgrl ione 
Nitrate ions 
Carona U/Bicarbonat e ione 

Austenitic Stainless Steel 

Nickel Alloys 

Copper Alloys 

Chloride ions 
Hydroxjl ions 
Polythionic acid 
Hjrdroxyl ione 

AaooniuB ions 
Sulphite ione 

AluBiniuB Alloy8 

Titani» 

Water and salts 

Bad timing nitric aeid 
Anhydrous aethanol 
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PLATE I    BRAMCHmO  STRESS CORROSION CRACK  IN AUSTENITIC  STAINLESS STEEL 
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PUIB 3    ISWMIUIIULAH STTOSS COWWSIOIC CRACKS II BRASS 

_* «^.yfeliia.«,^,a,...i ^,.. jjJl, jiU. j 
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